Long-Duration Tracking of Cervical-Spine Kinematics With Ultrasound.
Cervical-spine (C-spine) pathoanatomy is commonly evaluated by plane radiographs, computed tomography (CT), or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); however, these modalities are unable to directly measure the dynamic mechanical properties of the functional spinal units (FSU) comprising the C-spine that account for its functional performance. We have developed an ultrasound-based technique that provides a non-invasive, real-time, quantitative, in vivo assessment of C-spine kinematics and FSU viscoelastic properties. The fidelity of the derived measurements is predicated on accurate tracking of vertebral motion over a prolonged time duration. The purpose of this work was to present a bundle adjustment method that enables accurate tracking of the relative motion of contiguous cervical vertebrae from ultrasound radio-frequency data. The tracking method was validated using both a plastic anatomical model of a cervical vertebra undergoing prescribed displacements and also human cadaveric C-spine specimens subjected to physiologically relevant loading configurations. While the velocity of motion and thickness of the surrounding soft tissue envelope affected accuracy, using the bundle adjustment method, B-mode ultrasound was capable of accurately tracking vertebral motion under clinically relevant physiologic conditions. Therefore, B-mode ultrasound can be used to evaluate in vivo real-time C-spine kinematics and FSU mechanical properties in environments where radiographs, CT, or MRI cannot be used.